Far East Marine Reserve
This tour gives you a unique
opportunity to visit Khasan region, located
on the border with China and 2 sanctuaries
of Primorsky Territory – Far East marine
Reserve, aimed to protect marine and coast
flora and fauna, and Khedrovaya Pad’
Reserve, one of the oldest Reserves of
Primorsky Territory (founded in 1916). For
ecologists this tour also suggests an
opportunity of meeting with local specialists
for discussing the questions about developing of eco-tourism in Primorsky region and
eco-problems in whole.
SAMPLE OF THE TOUR
LOCATION: Vladivostok, Marine Reserve, Khedrovaya Pad’ Reserve
GROUP SIZE: max 20
RATING: low-difficulty
COMMENTS: Please, bring comfortable shoes and appropriate clothes for walking.
DAY
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3, 4

ITINERARY
Meeting at the airport. Transfer to the hotel. After lunch city tour of
Vladivostok, including visiting of the most interesting places: S56
Submarine museum, city downtown, central square etc. Dinner and
night in the hotel.
OR
Arrival to Vladivostok. Meeting with English-speaking guide at the
airport. Transfer to Vladivostok hotel. Free time, overnight.
Departure by boat to the Peter the
Great Bay and Far East marine
Reserve. Visiting Russkiy and
Popova islands, where you can see
exhibition of marine flora and fauna
in the museum of this reserve. Then
we prolong our way along the coasts
of scenic islands which are included
in the reserve’s territory. Staying for
a while on the Verhovskih and
Karamzina islands, where bird
colonies are located. Lunch with
seaproducts at the Richarda isle.
After lunch we prolong the tour along
islands of Far East Marine reserve,
including one of the biggest islands, Bolshoi Pelis, until we reach
Ostrovok Falshivii horn. We will observe different kinds of marine
birds and Larga seals on the way. Dinner and night in one of the
reserve’s house.
These 2 days hiking trips for watching flocks of migrating birds will
be held. There also will be an opportunity to see grey heron and
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Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

yellow-beak heron in their nests. In the evening of the forth day
arriving by boat to the Troitsa bay. Dinner and night in one of the
reserve’s house.
Exploring of the lower reaches of the Tumannaya river, located at the
Eastern-Asian migration route. Hiking to the Golubiniy Utyos
mountain, Gamova peninsula and Sudari mountain. In this day there
will be an opportunity of watching 26 kinds of ducks and sandpipers,
and 50 kinds of songbirds. Dinner and night in one of the reserve’s
house.
Prolonging of the
excursion at the
scenic landscapes
of
wetlands,
Ptichye
lake,
Nazimova
isle,
where birds live in
the large numbers.
In the beginning
of evening –
departure by bus
to Kedrovaya Pad’ reserve. Night at the reserve’s house.
Prolonging of the watching wild forest birds instead of marine kinds
of birds. There will be a small possibility of noticing of tracks or rare
Far East leopard itself that can be met only here. Dinner and night in
the reserve’s house.
Returning to Vladivostok city after breakfast, then transfer to the
airport. Departure.
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**Please, note! The dates and duration of the tour may depend on the schedule of
flights.
*The program route and duration can be changed considering your wishes.

